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England Rifle Team - South Africa 2013
Tour Outline Programme
01 April
02 April
		

Main Party Flight LHR-JBN (SA 235) leave 19.00
Main Party arrive JBN @ 07.20
Travel to Bloemfontein – staying at the Southern Sun Hotel

Shooting Programme
Date

England Rifle Team
Captain:
Vice-Captain:
Adjutant:
Glyn Barnett
Chris Belk
Ali Brown
Sam Dash 		
Andy Daw
Dominic de Vere
Tom Drysdale
Ellie Hoolahan
Eleanor Joseph

James Watson (Northants, Leicestershire & Rutland)
James Lewis (Norfolk)
Emma Cannings (Northants, Leicestershire & Rutland)

(Norfolk)
(Northumberland & Durham)
(County of London)
(Sussex)
(Hertfordshire)
(County of London)
(Northumberland & Durham)
(Kent)
(Somerset)
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Paul Kent 		
Parag Patel 		
Matt Purdy
Kelvin Ramsey
Toby Raincock 		
Ant Ringer 		
Jon Underwood
Alex Williams
Bruce Young 		

(Surrey)
(Surrey)
(Norfolk)
(Surrey)
(Surrey)
(Norfolk)
(Surrey)
(Cambridgeshire)
(Lancashire)
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Match

Course of fire

Southern Challenge Individual				
Scottish Sword / Southern Challenge Individual
America Match Team					
Hamilton Team						
Rhodes Team						

300, 600, 800, 900
300, 600, 800, 900
300, 600, 800, 900
300, 500, 600
800, 900

03-Apr
04-Apr
05-Apr
06-Apr
06-Apr

Day
Day
Day
AM
PM

07-Apr

Sunday – Day off

08-Apr
08-Apr
09-Apr
09-Apr
09-Apr
09-Apr
10-Apr
10-Apr
11-Apr
11-Apr
11-Apr
12-Apr
13-Apr
13-Apr

AM
PM
AM
AM
PM
PM
AM
PM
AM
AM
PM
AM
AM
PM

Freestate Individual					
Dewar Shield Team
Dalrymple Individual					
Kings Norton Individual					
Municipal Individual					
Dave Smith Individual					
State President’s Stage 1 Individual			
RSA International Team
Jack Mitchley Individual					
President Cup Individual					
Col R Bodley Individual					
State President’s Second Stage Individual		
Protea Team							
State President’s Final Individual			

300, 500, 600
300, 600
300, 600
600
800
900
300, 500, 600
800, 900
300
600, 800
900
300, 500, 600
300, 600, 900
800, 900

14 April – Main party flight JBN-LHR (SA 234) leave 19:45
15 April – Main party  arrive LHR @ 06:25
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His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh
Patron, English Twenty Club
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It is a great honour to be asked to captain a team for one’s country and I am indebted to the
English Twenty Council who have afforded me the opportunity.
The late Andrew Tucker, a previous President of the English Twenty Club, selected me for
my first senior tour in 1995 when he took the first England touring team to Canada. At the
time of application, I had to fill in a form which included a question about what I could offer
the team aside from my shooting; the response of “my youth” (I was a mere 21 then) may
have been slightly cheeky but I made the cut and was very proud to wear the three lions on
my blazer. This played heavily in my mind when selecting my team and so there are a good
number of youngsters and first caps in our team to South Africa.
I have visited South Africa to shoot both as an individual as well as on England and GB teams
and whilst the competition is always exceedingly strong, in particular for the International
matches, the welcome we receive from the “shottists” is even more memorable. Over the years
we have forged great friendships and we look forward to renewing and strengthening them.
This year we will have the opportunity to shoot an America Match in addition to the International Protea Match and with a strong USA team also visiting we expect it to be a very
competitive two weeks. I am however fortunate to have managed to persuade some experienced hands to join the youth of the team and we hope to rise to the challenge.
I would like to express my thanks to the numerous people and organisations that have
helped organise this tour; they are mentioned elsewhere within this brochure. My Vice-Captain, James Lewis and Adjutant Emma Cannings have helped keep me on the straight and
narrow and done work behind the scenes to make this tour happen of which I am grateful.
I have no doubt that all the memories of the tour will be savoured by every member of the
team for many years to come and as the departure date races towards us, we are looking
forward to some South African sun!
James Watson
Team Captain
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James Watson
With six previous trips to South Africa and four England tours under his belt, this is his first as Captain
of a senior team.
James learnt to shoot at Uppingham School guided
by Simon Pattinson who was responsible for four of
this team’s interest in shooting. He has since won
his “big five” matches badge including two successful Palma Matches.

Lone Star Accuracy Ammunition
Lone Star Accuracy LLC
709 Aviator Drive, Fort Worth, TX  76179, USA
+1 (817) 750 2650
info@LoneStarAccuracy.com
www.lonestaraccuracy.com

Recently married, he has managed to come away
on tour not least because his wife will be away herself at that time working in West Africa whilst James
is in Bloemfontein.
In order to fund these trips, James works for SAP
as an account manager selling business software to
customers in the Financial Services and Telco and
Manufacturing industries.

Chris Watson with JJ Jackson, owner
of Lone Star and his tie-shoot target
David Luckman, winner of the Governor
General and the USA Championships 2012

Lone Star has been providing successful England and Great Bitain Rifle Teams with
match-winning and record-setting ammunition since 2004. When the result of a match
is measured in single points and less than 1% margin, it is vital to have ammunition you
can trust and reply upon.

The GB Rifle Team 2012, winners of the Canada Match with a record score of 1200 ex 1200
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James Lewis
This is James' first overseas England tour, but his
7th trip to South Africa, twice with a GB team.
Jumbo, as he is more frequently known, was the
winner of the Queens prize in 2007, he claims the
winning cocktail was a martini and a clean shirt
prior to the start of the final. He also won an individual gold medal in Brisbane in 2011, much to the
surprise of his Palma team mates.
Jumbo has recently moved to Kent with his young
family and runs an investment company in the city.
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Emma Cannings

Glyn Barnett

Having begun her shooting career at Uppingham
School under the able tutelage of Simon Pattinson, Emma was selected to tour Canada with the
Athelings in 1997 and subsequently shot whilst at
Reading University.  There followed a hiatus in her
shooting from 2002 to 2007 as she pursued a career in the Army (attracted by the ambiguous, but
very real, promise of sun and sand) where she rose
to the rank of Captain before rejoining civvy street
where she now works as a solutions manager for
Capita PLC.

Glyn has not toured overseas with either an England or GB team since 1999 and is therefore looking forward to discovering how it’s done in the 21st
century.

Shooting has offered Emma many high points, but
first and foremost she lists the enjoyment she has
gained simply from returning to the sport and to
Bisley. She was very proud to be Commandant of
the 2008 GB Under 19 Team to South Africa for a
highly successful tour and hopes that her first England Tour will prove as triumphant. Despite being
such a shy and retiring creature, Emma is a well known figure around the Common, and is looking forward
to making some new friends and catching up with old ones on this tour, along with rising to the unique
challenges which South Africa has to offer.

He has however represented England and GB before
and after 1999 and tallies 2 Queens prizes, 2 Bisley
Grand Agg Golds, 3 Silvers,  Commonwealth Games
Gold, Silver and 2 Bronze medals, 3 Palma Team
Gold, 1 silver and the “Big 5” four times over.
He has retired from living (and shooting) in the rain
and snow since 2009 and now lives in Abu Dhabi,
UAE working as an Emergency Medicine Consultant
in the region’s busiest hospital. This has meant that
the Imperial meeting is now an annual pilgrimage
every summer and he owns no warm clothes.
He is thoroughly looking forward to the opportunity
to tour again, though now realizes he is one of those
“older ones” on the tour now and expects to learn how it’s now done and will pick it up as he goes along.

Chris Belk
Chris Belk first held aspirations to be a marksman
when he single handedly shot down a German airplane with a bow and arrow at the age of 3.
Since then shooting at Uppingham School honed
those precocious skills and in 1958, as Captain elect
of Cambridge rifle team, he represented Great
Britain and won the Canadian Governor Generals
Prize. Arguably he is one of the youngest, if not the
youngest, to have done this.
Another unique record Chris holds is having made
the Queens final in each of the last seven decades!
Chris lives in Wales when he’s not camped out at
the North London Rifle Club.
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Alastair Brown
Alastair has been shooting since the age of six and
was given his first full-bore rifle for Christmas at
aged eight, which he still has, although he has rather
outgrown it.  He went to Gresham’s from 198991 and whilst there toured to Canada twice - with
Wandsworth FBRC in 1990 and the Athelings in 1991,
picking up two Governor Generals finals badges, one
Lt. Governor’s final badge and winning the Families
Competition.  Since then he has toured to the Channel Islands in 2002 with the NRA team and to South
Africa in 2009 with the Old Guildfordians, although he
never actually attended that school but is an ‘O.G.’ on
two other counts.  More recently he shot for England
in the European Long Range Championships last year
and is a reserve for the GB rifle team to Canada later
this year.  He is also a founding member of Hogleas Hall Rifle Club which won the Opening Shot competition during last Imperial Meeting, although nobody has actually seen this pot since prize-giving.   
Outside of shooting Alastair is currently enjoying temporary retirement, having drawn a line under his
15 year investment banking career in time for his daughter Audrey’s birth last October.  For the past 18
months he has also been actively managing a mammoth house renovation project in Wimbledon, into
which he hopes to move his lovely wife Sheila and little Audrey before he jets off to South Africa in April.

CREEDMOOR HARDBACK
®

The Choice of
Champions

Sam Dash
Sam is really excited about taking part in his first tour
with the England Team. This will be his third trip to
South Africa and his second SA Open Championships.
The last time he was in South Africa was 10 years ago
with the GB U19 in 2003 and he is looking forward to
re-kindling old friendships and making new ones.
Sam started shooting at Sevenoaks School and continued at Imperial College and the University of London.
Sam has shot overseas in Canada with the Athelings
(2002) and in the Channel Isles with the UK Cadets
(2001) and the NRA Team (2012). He is looking forward to joining his NRA Tour teammates – Emma,
Ellie and Ellie – in South Africa.
Sam now lives in London and works for Ernst & Young
in Corporate Finance. Outside of work and shooting
he is trying to learn Mandarin and enjoys films, cooking, travelling and skiing. After completing the tour he
will go on to visit his Sister, Izzy, in Durban, where she is spending a year working as a general Surgeon.
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ENGLAND

RIFLE TEAM MEMBERS
Parag Patel (Left)
Toby Raincock (Center)
Alastair Brown (Right)

More National Champions choose the Creedmoor
hardback over any other coat!

CREEDMOOR SPORTS INC.
®

CREEDMOOR SPORTS, INC. 167 CREEDMOOR WAY, ANNISTON, AL 36205 • TOLL FREE: 800-273-3366
E-MAIL: shoot@creedmoorsports.com • INTERNET ORDERS: www.creedmoorsports.com
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Andy Daw

IT Infrastructure Consulting
and Delivery Management

The company is proud to support
the England Rifle Team, and
wishes them every success in
South Africa.
2, The Manor ● Potton ● Sandy ● Bedfordshire
SG19 2RN
Tel: +44 (0)1767 262419
Email: enquiries@ansibleconsulting.co.uk
Registered in England: 06913696
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This will be Andy's first trip to South Africa, however
his third overseas tour, having previously conquered
The Channel Islands and North America.
In recent years, Andy, 48, GSOH, has represented GB
overseas in the Commonwealth Match and on home
turf, represented England in both the Mackinnon and
National Matches.
Individually, Andy has also won a few 'pots' over the
years, most notably winning the Corporation, following the sage advice of his then shooting master, utilising the winning combination of alcohol and shooting
fast!
A significant draw to South Africa for Andy will be the
ability to consume copious amounts of fine steak.
At home, Andy funds his shooting by working in the
Pharmaceutical Industry as an IT consultant. Whilst
on tour, he will be leaving his partner, 12 year old son, 3 dogs, 2 cats, 2 degu and a small shoal of fish at
home... Donna is clearly going to have her hands full!
In a former life, Andy used to be a helicopter pilot. These days, in order to fund his shooting habit, he has
downsized to the remote control variety. He is hoping to bring one on tour, attaching a camera and getting
some 'Sky Sports-esque' action shots of the Protea and America matches.

Dominic de Vere
Having taken around fifteen years off his shooting,
during which time he concentrated avidly on stage
work, radio work and setting up his own building
company, Dom returned to shooting six years ago
in 2007. He has not toured since being a sprightly
member of the Athelings, but intends to break back
into the touring scene in South Africa with a literal
bang.  His prize list successes will no doubt be built
upon, much like in his professional life, where Dom
is a property developer.
How he has juggled this with already having hurtled
at bullet speed down ski slopes three times this season alone, we will never know, though South Africa
will prove quite the temperature change!  South Africa also presents a compelling opportunity for Dom
to investigate his penchant for fine wines.  He really
is raring to go for both our tour and his Great Britain
tour participation to Canada later this year.

www.teamengland2013.co.uk			
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Tom Drysdale

Eleanor Joseph

Tom Drysdale is no stranger to representing his
country having toured to Australia, Canada and
South Africa with the GB Under 19 and Under 25
teams.

'Hurricane' Ellie first took up shooting with Glastonbury ACF in 2000.

At the World Long Range Rifle Championships not
only was he part of the successful GB U25 team but
also came away with an individual medal.
As a financial analyst working in London, he will be
scrutinising Toby's questionable accountancy skills.
Beside shooting, Toms fills his time studying towards his CIMA qualification and enjoys Football,
running and activities with the Air Training Corps.
Having toured to South Africa in 2007, Tom is looking forward to re-acquainting himself with the big
hunks of meat (steaks) he feasted on last time.

An instant convert to full bore culminated in her selection as a reserve for the Athelings in 2004. Taking
a 6 year break from competitive shooting to qualify
as a Chartered accountant, she returned in 2010 and
subsequently toured the CI with the NRA team, leading to her inclusion in this team.
She is looking forward to a longer-distance tour with
many experienced shooters.
Away from work and shooting, skiing and whisky are
passions.

Eleanor Hoolahan

Paul Kent

Beginning shooting at Sevenoaks School at the tender age of 13, this first international outing for Ellie
representing her country is an exciting opportunity
to build upon her successes touring with the NRA
teams. A whole new collection of competitions to
win in a new country is a compelling draw.

Though a little rusty, Ellie is a qualified solo glider pilot. Let’s hope flying high with minimal effort comes
easily on the Bloemfontein ranges.
She’s taking her running shoes to SA, and Adjutant has instructions to wield the motivational stick; five days
after returning to Blighty, she will be blitzing the London Marathon. Sponsorship in aid of Help For Heroes,
please!

As one of the more senior members of the team it
was a surprise to find out that a team-mate had shot
for Surrey before Paul was born!
Away from the ranges Paul manages a commercial
and residential property portfolio in central London.
He is married to Sarah (shot in successful 1995 Palma
in New Zealand whilst Paul coached one of the other
targets) and they have two daughters Emily and Lucy
who enjoy shopping!
Paul has toured several times with Great Britain but
this is his first trip to Bloemfontein and his first tour
with England and he is looking forward to shooting
on the Veldt and renewing old friendships with South
Africans that he has met on previously.
Although Paul has won most of the competitions at Bisley on more than one occasion the Queens
Prize  remains elusive to date. He holds a number of records including: 29 Queens Finals and 22
Kolapore appearances (including the highest individual score in the match 150.29 in 2012 ). 28 St
Georges Finals, 25 Grand Agg crosses, 84 ‘Big 5’ appearances with 26 Mackinnon and 22 Nationals
for England and he is one of only three people who have shot and coached the ‘Big 5’.  
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The southern hemisphere will take her away from
shepherding ne’er-do-wells in Southampton as a part
time police officer while completing her degree in
oceanography. Ellie would like to train to be a firearms officer in the future.
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Parag Patel
Parag is a consultant surgeon at St. George's Hospital, London, when he has time off from annual (or
more frequent) rifle tours. No doubt his patients
appreciate so much accuracy practice. His long-suffering wife Urvi and kids Aaron and Zachary are the
real heroes of the England team.
Parag started shooting at Epsom College in 1989
and was soon into form in three winning Ashburton
teams. Since then he has toured at least annually
and has collected Commonwealth Games individual
gold and silver, plus pairs gold and bronze with Glyn
Barnett and Jon Underwood respectively (both also
on this team). As winner of two grand aggregates at
Bisley and one in Canada his scalpel is out to carve
his name at Bloemfontein again. A regular member
of GB and England teams at home and abroad, he
contrives to be a consummate professional in sport
and surgery without even being boring – even his
handwriting is almost legible.

Matthew Purdy
Matt is one of the younger members of the team,
having been born in the same year that Dom de Vere
last toured overseas. Matt has been shooting since
2005, having started while at Gresham's school - he
is one of three Old Greshamian's on this tour. He
progressed quickly, winning the Wimbledon T.R.
Competition five years later in 2010. He follows in a
long family tradition and is one of four 'Purdy's' to
have been through Greshams over the past several
decades - all four of them having also been Athelings.
During his shooting career, Matt has achieved places
on a number of overseas teams. After the Athelings in
2010, he went to South Africa in 2011 on the GBU19
team (which he captained), and achieved his full GB
colours on the team to USA and Canada in 2012. Matt
achieved his first full England cap in the European
Long Range Championship in October 2012, which England won. Matt is at Lancaster University studying
mechanical engineering and is a member of the university OTC. After he graduates, Matt plans to embark
on officer training at Sandhurst and join the British Army.
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OTF Cartridge Case
Cufflinks
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Toby Raincock
Toby has represented his country on a number of
occasions. A product of Epsom College shooting
(along with three others on this tour) and having
been part of a winning Ashburton Team on three
occasions, he first visited Canada with the Athelings
in 1993, returning there 2 years later with England.
Unfortunately, his chosen path of Mechanical Engineering at Nottingham University and Chartered
Accountancy clashed for a while with competitive
shooting (beer had nothing to with it, honest), so
it was not until 2002 that he returned to full-time
shooting, winning the British Commonwealth Rifle
Club meeting on his first competitive outing. He
then embarked on a series of successful tours with
GB to America, Canada (many times), South Africa and Australia, including two victorious Palma
matches. He has also participated in many Mackinnon, National and Kolapore Matches, although,
sadly, the big 5 (Australia Match) still eludes.

Kelvin Ramsey

A classy set of shooter orientated fired cartridge case
bases transformed into the elegant mans accessory,
cufflinks.

Prices: .338 = £25 .303 = £22 .308 = £20
(£5 from each pair sold donated to the NRA Overseas Teams Fund)

Contact: njb5010@gmail.com
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Kelvin’s early shooting career started at Epsom
College where he won three Asburton winners
medals (he is one of three members of this team
to have such a claim!). After Captaining Cambridge
University and being awarded a Blue, he was fortunate enough to represent his country on a number
of occasions including tours to Australia, America,
Canada and the West Indies. Most recently, he was
part of the victorious Great Britain team to North
America in 2012 and was a member of the VIII who
set the world record score of 1200 ex 1200.  
He has, however, never toured to South Africa and
is delighted to have been given the opportunity to
do so, especially with such an auspicious team.
As one of the three medical officers on the team,
Kelvin is a reconstructive plastic surgeon working in
London. These skills may be called upon to improve
some of the more aesthetically challenged of his
touring colleagues.

www.teamengland2013.co.uk			
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Antony Ringer
Ant started shooting at Uppingham, which enabled
him to shoot alongside playing hockey and Cricket.
In his early twenties Ant spent 2 ½ years in Australia
working and shooting at every range in the country.
Ant has competed at most ranges in the world, but
still has yet to shoot in the Falkland Islands, something which he hopes to do in the future.
Ant has an impressive shooting CV including winning the Queen’s prize three times, the Governor
General’s prize once and the World Champs two
times in the US and New Zealand. He has represented GB on too many occasions to mention and
has also represented England in the Commonwealth Games. This will be his first full England tour
and his 4th tour to South Africa, his first being a
goodwill tour in 1992.
Back in Norfolk, where Ant works at his pet crematorium business, he is currently training for the Norfolk superhero challenge – which consists of a 1
mile swim, 4 mile 2 man kayak, 45 mile cycle finished with a 8 mile run. Ant is married to Vicki and in his
remaining spare time he enjoys watching his daughter Rosie ride Ponies and his son Tom play rugby.

Jon Underwood
Jon started shooting age 11 at Aldro School and
went on to learn fullbore under John Crathorne
and Peter Hicks at RGS Guildford and continued his
shooting career whilst at London University.
He has toured extensively since 1993, and this is
one of three international tours in 2013! An unflappable team shot, he has made 48 ‘Big 5’ appearances for England and Great Britain to date, a large
number of them as last man down. He also represented England at the most recent Commonwealth
Games in Delhi in 2010.
Jon has also had some individual success; he won
the Grand Aggregate at Bisley in 2005, and then
again in 2009, and in 2006 he won Her Majesty the
Queen’s Prize, becoming the first person to win the
Bronze, Silver and Gold Medals in the same year.
Jon looks after his family’s business interests in Surrey, which include a tool and plant hire business.  In
his spare time he also coaches shooting at the RGS.
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PEACEFUL PETS WISHES THE ENGLAND
RIFLE TEAM EVERY SUCCESS
Caring & Guaranteed Individual Cremation, Specialising in
EQUINE AND PET CREMATION
24 Hr Emergency Collection Service
Tel 01485 528141
The Grange, West Rudham, King’s Lynn, Norfolk
www.peacefulpets.org.uk

Stangroom Bros Ltd
since 1870

Herb Growers and Processors
Wish every success to the

ENGLAND RIFLE TEAM
Stangroom Bros Ltd

Wholesale Producers of Dried:
Parsley
French and Russian Tarragon
Coriander
Mint
Hamrow Farm, Whissonsett, Dereham, Norfolk, NR20 5SX
Tel: 01328 700291
Fax: 01328 700180
E-mail: office@stangroombrothers.co.uk
http://stangroombrothers.co.uk/
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Alex Williams
Alex is well travelled, both as a marksman and in life
in general. Currently residing in Hong Kong with his
American wife Mia, he has toured repeatedly in Canada, America, and South Africa. As well as enjoying the
early morning starts in Bloem, he's also excited about
trying to win one of the individual competitions and
performing well in the team matches.
Off the range he's also looking forward to supping a
little of the superb local vino and fraternising with the
competition.

Bruce Young
Born and raised in Salford, Manchester and recently
moved to Wandsworth, Bruce is an Architectural
technologist and lighting consultant in London.
He has been shooting for 18 years; it’s kind of a
family thing. First shooting for GB under 25’s in Australia 2005, he followed this with the NRA channel
Islands tour 2011 and has shot for England in the
National before.
He is an aspiring professional footballer, golfer and
snowboarder and is unrealistically ambitious and
optimistic.
As an avid Manchester United fan, Bruce can often
be found in the corner of a pub watching the match
when he is meant to be elsewhere. He has recently
discovered a passion for other peoples’ fine wine.
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The America Match

The Protea Match

The America Match is for a team of eight shooters,
two sub-coaches, a main coach, an adjutant, a captain
and two reserves. Each firer shoots 2 sighters and 15
shots to count at four distances. At Bloemfontein this
year, they will be 300, 600, 800 and 900 metres.

The Protea Match is a team of twelve shooters,
three sub-coaches, a main coach, an adjutant, a
captain and three reserves. Each shooter fires 2
ssighters and 10 to count at each of 300m, 600m
and 900m.

First shot in 2002, the match can only take place when
an official US team is present and competing. The
match is held every two years, with the venue alternating between the USA and Canada.

The match is shot annually in South Africa at
their National Championships between South
Africa and any touring international teams.

There is a provision for the match to be shot between
the regular matches at any location given the USA and
Canadian approval and in 2013 this has been granted
to South Africa. In 2015, the next Palma year, it will
also be shot in Camp Perry.
The trophy (pictured) was presented in 2002, having
been made possible by a Precision Shooting Magazine
fund-raising effort. The two figures depicted in the
sculpture, made by George Chase of New Brunswick,
are Jim Thompson of Canada – an immigrant from
Britain - and Alan Warner (standing) of the USA.
In the first match held at Connaught ranges in 2002,
USA, Canada, Great Britain and Germany competed. Great Britain won from Canada by 48 points with the
USA a further 9 points behind them. John Pugsley was top scorer with 298.30. Since then, it has been held
on a further five occasions with GB winning in Canada whilst the USA have conquerored in America.
The record score is 2392.317 by Great Britain in 2006, with three firers scoring 300s. The highest individual
score in the series is 300.46 by Des Vamplew (Canada) in 2010. No away team has won the match on US
soil.
Previous Results:
Year
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012

Winners		
Great Britain
USA			
Great Britain
USA			
Great Britain
USA

Venue
Ottawa, Ont
Raton, NM
Ottawa, Ont
Raton, NM
Ottawa, Ont
Camp Perry, OH
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South Africa have a strong record in the match
losing on only two occassions to Great Britain in
1999 and 2008.

The General de Wet Range
The General de Wet range is located 15 to 20 miles from the centre of Bloemfontein where the team will
be staying. It is a very open range in an area of “high Veldt” which offers shooters a very fair range as
there in no shelter from trees or landscape that are often the case.
Members of the team have experienced both very dry conditions (when dust becomes a major factor
and shooters can even experience dust storms) as well as the opposite endof the spectrum and it is not
unknown for shooting to be cancelled for the day due to heavy rain.
Having spent both its training weekends at Bisley in January and March in snow and heavy rain, the team
is very much hoping that the weather will be more in the range of the 20-30 degrees with sun to warm us
after the coldest March on record in the UK.
The range is located at altitude (some 4,500 feet above sea level) and with the thinner air, it is often subject to very sudden and fickle wind changes. A definite advantage for the faster shooters in the team.
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Across
1.
Legend maker (A. Ringer?) born in Bloemfontein in 1892
5, 8
A good shot's position will in the end keep a leg apart
Across
Down
9.
Trek hotel
1.
Legend maker (A. Ringer?) born in Bloemfontein in 1892 1.
Get to the point!
10.
Down next to 23
5, 8
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...and I'm a friend in there so may get a game
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Look for it on the right as we fly (4,6)
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Trump the Olympic Lord to work out results
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...and then you'll be doing this to a better 17
Just do it!
That's the passport

This may make us miss out on the hospitality (4,6)
We won't have time to on this trip...
...or much time to look at this, though it may creep up on us
Geese with dripping wet red trousers?
Queen Victoria backs meeting place
Four-legged 9
Look for it on the right as we fly (4,6)
Trump the Olympic Lord to work out results
What you want to be, but don't lose your head if you want a perfect score...
...or do this – it could be high right...
...and then you'll be doing this to a better 17
Just do it!
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The English XX Club
Phillip May
The Surrey Rifle Association
JJ Jackson
Matt Reams
Tom Rylands
Paul Sykes
Nick Tremlett
And all the partners and wives of
the team for their support

Bringing out the
best in each other...
Gresham’s is proud to support the England Rifle
team travelling to South Africa, in particular the
Old Greshamians selected to compete.
Visit us, meet our pupils and find out more about
how a Gresham’s education can benefit your child.
Gresham’s is a coeducational boarding and day
school for ages 3-18.
Scholarships and bursaries may be available.

www.greshams.com
E-mail
registrar@greshams.com
Telephone
+44 (0)1263 714614
Company Registered in England No. 5196298. Registered Charity No. 1105500.

